JCS training
customised software training

training options for your business
software training
Computer software training is an essential element in improving business efficiency. JCS training specialize in assessing the training
needs of companies both large and small ensuring that their staff are trained on the correct level software they are required to use. We
do this by way of our special training needs analysis for each software program thus ensuring each delegate is on the correct training
level.
We are specialists in customised software training and are a premier training provider for all leading software brands including
Microsoft, Adobe, Macromedia and Quark. We offer a choice of training venues nationwide and at our main training centre centrally
located 10 minutes from the M1 motorway in Northampton. This is a purpose built training centre catering for 30 delegates each with their
own dedicated PC.
We are the preferred training provider for many leading companies and continually assess our standards to ensure our customers
receive the best training for their requirements. This is endorsed by over 88% of our customers returning to us for further training.
If you are interested in any software training and would to talk to us you can call us free on 0800 542 5150 and ask for our Training
Manager, Sally Scott.
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mobile class
Our highly successful mobile class introduced last year has proved to be an enormously popular choice for clients who may want
training on their own site but haven't got the equipment freely available.
We can offer any number of personal laptops fully configured and ready to use for your training course, These can be provided to run
your own in house training or we can supply the trainer complete for the course of your choice. This equipment is available at special
rates where training is booked together with equipment hire.
The mobile classroom is supplied in partnership with our sister company, computerent,co.uk, so we have the bigest choice of equipment
available. A typical configuration may be 6 laptops together with a projector networked with internet access. Where you are running your
own training course the equipment is delivered for you the day before the training commences and collected the day following the
completion of the training. Where the trainer is provided they will either bring the equipment or again it would be delivered and collected.
by our couriers.
laptops @ £75/day, projectors £100/day - as a special we can offer 6 laptops and projector fully configured for £450/day
please call us and we can discuss your requirements.

training room hire
a choice of dedicated training rooms available at our purpose built air conditioned training centre in Moulton Park Northampton. Up to 30
delegates each with their own dedicated PC and connected to high speed broadand. Our centre is easily accessible with free parking

The Facilities
4 air-conditioned training suites for up to 30 delegates.
Separate Rest Room to relax with telephone, fax, email and internet access
Easy access and free parking with disabled facilities
Dedicated high spec PC for each delegate
All rooms fully equipped with Whiteboards and Multimedia Video Projectors.
Excellent 3 course buffet lunches
Fully equipped rooms available from £150 per day, please enquire for more details and availability.
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